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New Website Truth Point Offering Video Live-streaming on Current Events

Eliyahu ben David and the Tsiyon team are happy to announce the successful launch of new website, Truth
Point, to offer video live streaming that cuts to the heart of current events.

AUSTIN, Texas - April 3, 2020 - PRLog -- Eliyahu ben David and the Tsiyon team are proud to announce
the launch of the brand new website, Truth Point, featuring video streaming episodes each week on various
topics. These videos aim to pierce the darkness and avoid the sensationalism associated with mainstream
media by getting to the truth of current events.

Truth Point is a video streaming website based in the Greater Austin area with a focus on important issues
that affect all people. These video podcast episodes are time sensitive and are broadcasted every week.
Content is produced by Eliyahu ben David and his team who aim to deliver these urgent videos to you via
the website and other video streaming platforms. These videos are also available to watch later for viewers
who missed the live videocast.

Viewers can tune in at the Truth Point website each week for new content. Live broadcasting is also
available on other platforms such as Twitch, Facebook Live, Twitter[?], and Periscope. DVD's are also
obtainable on the website's selection. These include the Tsiyon Dedication, Beasts of Daniel Surfacing, War
on the Saints, Remnant Exodus, Prophetic Fulfillments Just Ahead, and a soon to be released DVD of the
Darwinian Evolution Junk Science series.

More information can be found at https://truthpoint.info

"Wow. I don't see how any believer thinks he and his family can continue on - this is the End of Days -
without having the information contained in the Truth Points.....how can you understand what is ahead for
you and your family? How can you discern the very subtle lies that are mixed in with the "emotionally"
charged language that is on the air waves?"

Anyone interested in avoiding the aggrandizement commonly found in traditional media can watch these
timely videos at https://truthpoint.info These services are limited time only.

Eliyahu ben David is a best-selling author and teacher with a passion for the truth. You can find more about
him at the Truth Point website as well as his amazon author page.
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